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Huawei USA & EU

Sleek, portable, efficient, sleek, efficient. See what Huawei has to say about the 2020 edition.

Huawei MateBook X (2020) review: a sleek, ultraportable Windows laptop.

The new Huawei MateBook X for 2020 looks great and works great.

Huawei USA & EU

Huawei believes that policymakers have to act now to regulate the use of ICT and AI, so tech players can maximize growth opportunities and prevent unexpected consequences.

Huawei's Cybersecurity Chief calls for more focus on AI security.

Interview with John Suffolk, Global Cybersecurity and Privacy Officer, Huawei.

We can’t solve every problem we face. Working together is key.

Huawei USA & EU

If there are many problems around the world that no single nation can solve, and I would like to see our nations coming together and actually tackling the world’s big problems. Whether it’s controlling the outbreaks of pandemics, global energy consumption, or perhaps AI security, we need to work together.

Huawei USA & EU

Outdated computer graphics are a headache for developers. Luckily, with Huawei's Scene Kit, developers can leverage AI rendering capabilities to offer the best digital graphics to their customers. Check it out:

HUAWEI Scene Kit
Driving the development of digital beauty

Huawei USA & EU

5G is the smart, green, answer to energy demands now and moving forward. Read why.

Digitalizing site power for green connectivity and computing.

Huawei's 5G Power can help customers quickly build intelligent sites, optimize TCO, and meet the much higher requirements of 5G.

HUAWEI
See how Huawei leverages IoT to improve security and efficiency of its retail stores.

Intelligent Store Management of Huawei Retail Stores...

Intelligent store management increases efficiency of Huawei's first high-end retail store experience in...
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Enter your own world with the Huawei FreeLacePro.

Too much noise around you? With the Huawei FreeLacePro, noise will never be a problem.
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#DYK Huawei is in the leading position of the new Wi-Fi 6 technology standard? Check out what this means to cellular networks.

Qualcomm, Intel, Huawei: Japan's NGB Corporation and Germany's MyFloss... indicate China's Huawei and Qualcomm and...
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SCVM1 you can catch @KenHu_Huawei discussing how we can achieve equitable access to online education during UNESCO's Mobile Learning Week: Oct 5-10.

The Opening of UNESCO's Online Conference on Beyond Disruption: The Opening of UNESCO’s online Conference will feature a Ministerial Session and a keynote speech o...

https://youtube.com/watch?v=1

October is CybersecurityMonth. Huawei USA’s CSO Andy Purdy shares his tips for consumers to #be smart and #stay safe.

Light-weight and efficient, the MateBook X is truly a powerhouse and a thing of beauty!
Olivera Zatezalo, CSO of Huawei Canada, was recently recognized as one of Canada's Top Women in Cyber Security. Thanks to female leaders like Olivera, we are able to reshape the telecom and cybersecurity industries. #WomenInTech #WeAreHuawei

Huawei Canada’s Chief Security Officer Recognized Among Top Women in Cyber Security

Take a virtual tour of our Shanghai Research Center and check out some of the cool technologies we use there. #WeAreHuawei

Shanghai Research Center

A collaborative team with a global vision. Reimagine technology a...

Huawei Network

Huawei #AirPON, which can provide premium home network experience and help to build FTTH networks quickly and cost-effectively, was awarded Best Fixed Access Solution.

Many new software updates will be coming to Huawei’s #HarmonyOS2.0 and #EMUI11 following this year’s #HDC2020. Check out the event recap if you missed it.

Video: Here's everything you need to know about Huawei's latest software announcements
Huawei & IDC jointly release the "Building the Future-Ready Power Enterprise: Road to a Successful Digital Transformation" white paper, proposing a methodology for the 5 stages of digital transformation of electric power enterprises.  

[link](https://tinyurl.com/y62glj7y)

Huawei USA

Developing Wi-Fi 6 technology, Huawei is always looking ahead and working toward building a better future.

[Qualcomm, Intel, Huawei seen leading in Wi-Fi 6 patents](https://lightreading.com) | Light Reading

Huawei USA

What's technology's role in enabling digital learning? Hear from Dr. Merte Skinner from the Christian Family & Children's Center in a Huawei webinar. 

[link](https://tinyurl.com/y2l3lb95)

Dr. Merte Skinner, Chief Executive Officer.

Christian Family & Children's Center USA

Looking classy! Read what else GQ had to say about the Huawei #WatchGT2Pro. 

[link](https://tinyurl.com/y33akoft)
Women leaders have played an important role in helping combat COVID-19.

Huawei is a proud UN partner working to provide the essential technology to make life better and bridge the digital divide. Hear rotating CEO and chairman Ken Hu speaking on this during UNESCO’s Beyond Disruption: Technology Enabled Learning Future conference.

UNESCO’s Online Conference on Beyond Disruption: Technology Enabled Learning Future